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VINCOTECH DONATES €10,000 TO PLAN INTERNATIONAL DEUTSCHLAND e. V.

-- Vincotech’s social commitment remains strong as ever to the benefit of Tanzanian Eco Village -Unterhaching, Germany – March 09, 2015 –Vincotech, a supplier of module-based
solutions for power electronics, remains a staunch backer of the children's charity Plan
International. Late last year, the company found a good way to get into the seasonal spirit
of giving. Opting to forego the usual Christmas gifts, Vincotech instead donated the
handsome sum of €10,000 to Plan International.
This funding to Plan International goes to help people in Ifakara, Tanzania, adapt to the changing
climate. Families in the Kilombero Valley region need a viable strategy for developing sustainable
communities, and the Eco Village project certainly like a workable solution to the problem.
Vincotech has great confidence in the children's charity's ability to make a lasting difference, which
is why the company has supported several Plan International projects. Vincotech will continue to track
and report on this project's progress. Please see more on: http://bit.ly/1xqWCPP
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ABOUT VINCOTECH
Vincotech – an affiliated company within the Mitsubishi Electric Corporation – develops and
manufactures subsystems and electronic components and provides manufacturing services that help
customers master complex challenges in electronics integration. Vincotech’s extensive portfolio
encompasses standard and tailored solutions, engineering services, and technical support for
customers worldwide. These products and services contribute to sustainable, environmentally sound
solutions that help modern society embrace mega-trends and explore new avenues.
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With approximately 500 employees worldwide, backed by vast experience and a long history in
electronics integration, Vincotech leverages these assets to help customers achieve maximum market
success.
To learn more about Vincotech, please visit www.vincotech.com.
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